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Lunar New Year showcases a wide variety of cultural traditions

Local community members participate in Lawrence’s Lunar New Year.
Photo by Hailie Nguyen

Lucy Pipkin
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Lawrence students and local
families gathered in the Warch
Campus Center’s Esch Hurvis
room on Saturday, Feb. 21, for
the annual Lunar New Year celebration. The event began with
cultural performances from traditional Chinese lion dancers and
a Korean “K-Pop” dance troupe.
This was followed by activities

and booths hosted by student
groups to showcase the wide variety of cultures and traditions.
The Lunar New Year is a
celebration for cultures that use
the lunar calendar, (while western countries typically follow the
solar calendar.) This year is the
year of the sheep in the lunar
calendar.
The cultural performances began at 7 p.m. with traditional Hmong dances performed

by Nkauj Hmoob Ntsias Lias, a
troupe of girls ages 13-17 from
the Appleton area who performed
dressed in traditional costume.
Next was a more modern
hip-hop oriented performance
of Korean “K-Pop” dances by the
Minnesota K-Pop Dance Crew
from the University of Minnesota.
The performances ended with a
Traditional Chinese Lion Dance by
the Zhong Yi Kung Fu Association
from Madison.

about 65% of what any Lawrence
student pays to attend. As the
cost of living in the United States
increases, said Lee, “you have an
almost constant need for salaries
to go up. They go up at a very, very
modest level here, but they do still
go up over time, and if the 65% of
your expense base must be going
up over time, you’ve got to have
something coming in that goes up
over time as well.”
The majority of the rest of
income from students goes to
the cost of a room—$4,410 for
a double room during the 201516 school year—and for food,
amounting to $4,800. A $285
activity fee, which the Lawrence
University Community Council
collects to finance student organizations, and a $15 environmental sustainability fee comprise the
other $300 dollars a year.
In order to finance other,
larger scale projects, such as
the upcoming housing project
in Colman Hall, Lawrence relies
on either donations or borrowed
money to be paid off using donation later on.
“[Lawrence] has about 35
million dollars in bond debt that’s

outstanding ... Last year we renegotiated that debt, and lowered
our cost of interest on it,” said Lee,
explaining that the re-negotiated
level of interest “will allow us to
invest in new programming that
we will be able to have on our
campus, allow us to invest in the
campus infrastructure, which is
aging in some places, and most
importantly to invest in our faculty and the people who work
here, while being as reasonable
and affordable as we can be.”
Some donations, known as
“brick and mortar” donations,
are specifically meant to be used
on campus, for projects like the
new Colman housing. However,
“we’ve found … that the majority of the Lawrence community is
really interested in trying to make
Lawrence more affordable. The
vast majority of our gifts are right
now going to financial aid,” said
President Mark Burstein.
Lee explained that, in order
to become a full need institution,
Lawrence is trying to increase its
endowment, the pool of money
that funds financial aid for stu-

Activities at the cultural expo
ranged from origami taught by
the Waseda students from Japan
to calligraphy and tea tasting by
international students from China.
Korean Culture club, Asia-A and
Vietnamese students all hosted
activities and tables as well.
Thanks in part to a preview of
the event on the local Fox 11 channel the morning of the event, the
audience was full. Vice president
of Korean Culture club and Junior

Jason Park emceed the event. “I
definitely [think] the news had a
great role in bringing more locals
to the event,” Park said.
“It’s a good event because a
lot of community members come
to this,” said junior anthropology
major Jaime Gonzalez who attended the event.
“I think it’s very positive,”
said Park. “I think it’s good to
have in-school events, on-campus

See page 2

Lawrence announces tuition increase 2nd annual People of Color
Noah Gunther
Staff Writer

______________________

THIS

WEEK

The cost of attending
Lawrence for the 2015-16 school
year is going to be $52,950—
2.89% more than last year’s
$51,465. However, that 2.89%
increase is the lowest increase
in tuition and fees Lawrence has
seen in 20 years. Lawrence is
attempting to lower these yearly
increases in cost while raising the
$75 million necessary to meet the
full financial need of its students.
“Over the last year we have
been looking at a number of initiatives that have been helping
us trim costs out of our budget,
without affecting the student
experience” said Chris Lee, Vice
President of Finance at Lawrence.
“Over about a three year period,
we’re hoping to reduce our operating expenses by about seven
percent, which is 2.8 million dollars.”
Lee explained that the
income Lawrence receives from
students primarily goes to faculty
and staff salaries and benefits—

See page 2

Empowerment Week kicks off
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

___________________________________

Feb. 22 was the first day of this
year’s “All Is One” (AIO) sponsored
People of Color Empowerment
Week. The week began with
Portland State University’s
Assistant Professor of Research
and author Joy DeGruy. Students,
faculty and Appleton locals came
to listen to DeGruy discuss a book
that took her nine years to write,
“Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome
: America’s Legacy of Enduring
Injury and Healing.”
DeGruy spoke about the
history of people of color in the
United States, particularly about
slavery and the legacy of racism
that has followed.
“We can’t just say that we had
slavery for almost four hundred
years, and then it was over so now
we have a level playing field,” continued DeGruy, “We aren’t being
honest with ourselves if we think
that.”
DeGruy also expressed her
frustration with the phenomenon

of ‘Color Blindness.’
“I have had people say to
me, ‘I didn’t even notice you were
Black!’ People would rather erase
me than acknowledge me,” said
DeGury.
DeGruy continued to explain
how slavery influences us today.
DeGruy believes that the trauma
of hundreds of years of slavery
is still present in the behavior of
black people in America, inherited
from ancestors.
“There’s poison in the cookies,” summarized DeGruy.
She believes that this discomfort stems from an inability to
acknowledge the damage that has
been done.
“This creates an inner conflict, cognitive dissonance,” said
DeGruy.
Pa Lee Moua, Assistant Dean
of Students for Multicultural
Affairs, agrees with this message.
“DeGruy highlighted that we
have to be comfortable talking
about uncomfortable subject matter, “ began Moua.

See page 2
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Povolny lecture: Finkler delivers talk on economics and China
Megan Corum
Staff Writer

______________________

An installation of this
year’s Povolny Lecture Series in
International Studies took place
on Thursday Feb. 19 with John R.
Kimberly Distinguished Professor
in the American Economic
System and Lawrence Economics
Professor Merton Finkler’s lecture on economics and China. The
lecture was titled “China Ranks
Number One or Does It? Should
We Care?”
Stephen Edward Scarff
Professor of International Affairs
and Assistant Professor of

Government Jason Brozek introduced Finkler. “A few of you know
him from his love of Chinese economics,” Brozek said.
Finkler began with facts
about China’s economy. “In GDP
[gross domestic product] per
capita terms, China is a middleincome country,” he said. “China’s
GDP is large[ly] due to its large
population. At roughly $9 trillion,
China’s economy is about half of
America’s economy.”
Finkler said that Chinese
leaders feel that “China’s rightful
place should be at the top of the
world economic pyramid.”
The World Bank along with
the Development Research Center
of the State Council in China

joined efforts to create “China
2030.” “It projects continuous
growth, though not at the same
rate,” Finkler said.
“The transformation from a
middle-income country to a highincome country is difficult to do
and difficult to sustain,” he said.
“The policies used to move into
middle-income will not work
to propel the country into highincome.”
At the beginning of his lecture, Finkler asked if economic
dominance matters. “Yes it does,”
he said. “Countries with economic
power can use it in their sphere of
influence.”
China faces other issues
beyond their economy. “China has

22 percent of the world’s population, but six percent of the world’s
fresh water,” Finkler said. “16 of
the 20 most polluted cities in the
world are in China.”
An audience member mentioned hearing about potential
Japanese economic dominance
when he was a child to which
Finkler responded with “Japan
is stagnant. It is largely because
their financial institutions have
not changed.”
“Japan believes one of the
reasons why their growth stagnated is because the rest of the
world forced their currency to rise
rapidly,” he said, claiming this is
what the Chinese have learned
from the Japanese.

World

“China is a serious force,
and it’s unclear which direction
they are going to go,” Finkler said.
“China wants respect and to be
taken seriously in the world economy.”
“China’s global economic role
depend on how the rest of the
world responds to China’s economic growth,” Finkler said.
“If China becomes a highincome country, given it is large,
it would have power to throw
around,” he said. Still, Finkler
noted, “I don’t see Chinese dominance for the foreseeable future.”

News

Compiled by Nathan Whiteman

UNITED STATES: Barack Obama has vetoed legislation
approving the construction of the Keystone Pipeline, a 1,200
mile piece of TransCanada's 3,800 mile pipeline network.
IRAQ: The IS bombed a public library in Mosul, destroying manuscripts from Iraq's first printing house, Ottoman Era
books and antique Arab artifacts.

All is One

continued from page 1
She stresses this as a theme
for empowerment week as a
whole, hoping to reeducate
Lawrence and the greater Fox
Cities community and helping
people conceptualize the idea of
privilege.
“So what can we all do to
create a safer space for everyone? I think her biggest point was
we can’t move forward until we
all move forward together,” said
Moua, “We need to know our history, but also other people’s history. So we need to be conscious
of that to make well informed
decisions.”

Tuition

continued from page 1
dents.
“Right now,” said Lee, “when
we provide a financial aid package to many of our students, our
financial aid package doesn’t meet
their full need, and that concept is
called a gap. Right now, we have
more gap than we would like to
have as an institution.We would
like that gap to be zero.”
The $25 million gift that
Lawrence received in the summer of 2014 is helping fund the

Lawrence community members participate in candlelight vigil.
Photo by Abedin Rafique

Further events included
“Darkmatter” on Feb. 23 and a
candlelight vigil on Feb. 25.
Darkmatter, a “trans south
Asian performance art duo” based
in NYC performed in the Warch
Campus Center Cinema. They
began their performance by asking attendees to write down experiences that they considered erotic and experiences that they considered intimate, and what was
different about those experiences.
After discussing this difference
they launched into a performance
of their poetry, which spanned
topics including sexuality, race
and body positivity.
A candlelight vigil was
held in the Esch Hurvis room of
the Warch Campus Center. The

vigil’s organizers spoke about
Trayvon Martin, who was shot
and killed in Florida on Feb. 26,
2012. Approximately 25 students attended and held candles
at the vigil. AIO encouraged students to participate in “National
Hoodie Day” on Thursday, Feb. 26
in his memory. On Feb. 26 Rosa
Clemente spoke on her experiences and held an interactive discussion. On Friday Feb. 27, Beta Psi
Nu hosted a Body Positivity fair
that aimed at maintaining good
mental and physical health. Black
Student Union put on a show
called “Cultural Expressions” to
celebrate Black Culture through a
variety of media.

effort to increase Lawrence’s
endowment, the pool of money
that funds student financial aid.
According to president Burstein,
Lawrence’s endowment is currently at around $265 million and
Lawrence has been working to
raise the $75 million necessary to
become a full need institution.
“The stipulation of that [$25
million gift] is that we would
match it, and we have raised close
to $19 million now to match the
$25 million. That means we’ve
raised about $44 million.” He went
on to explain that although this
is encouraging, it will take some

time before it benefits students
directly.
“One of the challenges in this
is that when I say ‘we raised,’ it
means we have members of the
Lawrence community who have
pledged to give us that amount
over a time period, so it will still
take a bit of time before these
resources will really support students and families on campus,”
Burstein explained, adding “I’m
hopeful that over the next three to
five year period students and families will feel the support [from
the endowment].”

FRANCE: Small commercial drones have been spotted flying over famous Paris landmarks for the second night including the Eiffel Tower and the United States Embassy. Flying
drones over Paris is illegal without a specific permit.
BRAZIL: Truckers continue a weeklong protest over fuel
price and tolls. According to the Brazilian Transportation
Ministry’s press office, roads in 10 states with the largest
effects being felt in Brazil’s agricultural provinces.

CHINA: General Secretary of the Communist Party
Xi Xinping has unveiled new slogans labeled as the "Four
Comprehensives"
•
Comprehensively build a moderately prosperous
society
•
Comprehensively deepen reform
•
Comprehensively govern the nation according to law
•
Comprehensively strictly govern the party
UKRAINE: The United Kingdom has unilaterally
announced intent to send 75 soldiers to Ukraine to help train
Ukrainian soldiers. EU officials have expressed surprise over
this move in light of ongoing attempts create peace in the
region, but Prime Minister David Cameron said that it would
be “miraculous” if the current peace deal held up.

Lunar New Year
continued from page 1

events, but having a close link
with locals is essential, especially
for cultural exchange.”
This is the fourth year the
Lunar New Year event has been a
collaboration between many Asian
cultural groups compared to its

prior years as an event only hosted
by Asia-A. International Student
Services director Leah McSorley
and Office of Multicultural Affairs
Assistant Dean of Students Pa Lee
Moua were the faculty advisors
for the event, but the students on
the Lunar New Year committee
chose which performance groups
to invite and what activities to
have at the cultural expo.

HELP THE ENVIRONMENT. RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!
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Start the World,
I’m Ready to Get On!
Sarah Wagner
Columnist

_______________________

Dear Sarah,
I can’t believe I’m saying this,
but I’m sick of college. I feel like
I’ve learned everything I’m going
to learn here at Lawrence. Now, I
just want to jump into a job and
get started with the next part of
my life. I don’t know how I’m going
to make it through the last few
weeks of this term, let alone Spring
Term. Do you have any suggestions
for how I can motivate myself to
finish this year strong or at least
respectfully?
—A Sea
Senioritis

Monster

Called

Dear Senioritis,

I want to start off by saying
there is never a point where you
have learned everything you need
to learn. You’re still in your early
twenties, or I suppose your late
teens if you started college early
or possibly your late twenties if
you chose to take a lot of time
between high school and college.
You still have approximately 60
years of life left to live; that’s 60
years of learning still to be done.
I firmly believe one of the greatest
joys in life is continuing education. My grandma decided after
her retirement to buy herself a
drum set and teach herself how to
play the drums. You never know
what new pathways you might
discover later on in life.

That being sad, I understand
your frustration with the collegiate version of learning. I dream
of a day where dinner is a meal
that I can enjoy as opposed to
a meal that involves me hoping
I don’t spill soup on my laptop
because I’m trying to write a paper
at the same time. Push yourself
to see the glass as half full as

opposed to half empty this week.
This isn’t just one more tedious
summary of a bunch of readings
you didn’t actually do last week,
it’s another opportunity for you to
absorb as much material as possible in a very small time frame.
You say that your biggest
hope is to get out of college and
jump right into a job. Look for

ways that the material you’re covering in your current classes could
be applied to that future. Maybe it
specifically applies to your goals
to be an editor of a big time magazine or an anthropologist out in
the field. Or maybe there are some
small, but equally as important,
life skills that could be applied to

See page 10

AROUND THE WORLD IN EIGHT ISSUES
Jordan - United States

Dalia Khattab is an undecided freshman from Amman, Jordan.
What were you expecting before you
came to the US?
Well, I went to the American
Community School in Amman, Jordan and,
although we still had a big Jordanian population, we got pretty used to American
culture. I think it prepared me well for
American culture, although being in
America is very different from just experiencing the culture.

What was it like when you did come to
the US?
Being surrounded by the culture
24/7 certainly makes it a bit tough. Again,
although I was familiar with American
culture before, actually being in the country and interacting with people is much
different.
Every once in a while, I do crave

Jordanian food, obviously, which can be
hard. But the food here is good, although
sometimes it can be repetitive. I expected
it to be much worse. There is a lot of
Western influence in Jordan, though, and
normally when my friends and I would go
out to eat, we would go to an American
restaurant.
One thing that took getting used to is
that, in the US, the main meal is dinner; in
Jordan, it’s lunch, and we have it around
3 p.m. Here, people eat lunch at 11 a.m.,
so my eating schedule has gotten really
messed up.
Also, our weekends are different back
home. They start on Thursday and end
on Saturday night, so here I always have
trouble remembering that I have school on

See page 10

Lucy Pipkin is an anthropology and psychology double major from Minneapolis,
Minn. She studied abroad in Jordan in Fall Term 2014.
What were you expecting before you
went to Jordan?
ACM was really good about giving us
information about the program and Jordan
before we left, and we had a couple webinars with people, and we had the whole
manual to read and all that. From that,
my expectations about, say, what people
would be wearing was a little off. For
example, they told us to dress very conservatively, and so I expected everyone else
to be dressing very conservatively, which
of course they weren’t. Mostly we were
pretty well prepared, though.

What was it like when you did go to the
Jordan?
The program does intentionally scare
you a bit in the beginning, and the embassy
comes in and gives you a big talk when you

How has student activist culture changed since you were
at college? Do you have any anecdotes from your own
experience as a student that are in contrast to what you
see today?
I hope student
activism continues to
be an integral part of
a Lawrence education
as it was for me during college. The pivotal moment of my
undergraduate experience was the death of
a member of the senior class during my
freshman year. He was an extraordinarily
well liked guy, always happy and upbeat,
who was personally very encouraging to

me. His suicide shook the campus to its
roots. Reaction was so strong that the
college administration decided to cancel
classes for a day so the campus community could discuss his death and its
impact on us. From that event I joined
a small group of students who founded
a peer counseling center in an effort to
prevent suicide and strengthen campus
community. Founding the organization,
The Listening Center (TLC), took a great
deal of time and it is still lead by and
serves Vassar students.

Send questions to us anonymously at lawrentian@lawrence.edu
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Do you believe Lawrentians are apathetic towards activism and civic engagement?
Total Votes: 37

QUESTION MARK

Susannah Miller

No.
43%

get there. But once you get settled into the
city, it’s really pretty comfortable.
I was expecting that my host family
would speak in Arabic most of the time,
but my host mother was a teacher and
could speak English, French and Spanish.
My host sister went to the American university there, and so, spoke English too.
You really had to show that you know
enough Arabic to communicate.
Getting around the city was interesting. You had to get a taxi to get anywhere.
Fortunately it was pretty cheap, and they
were everywhere, so it wasn’t a problem.
The other way of getting around was walking; it’s a very hilly city, so we got in shape!
One thing I really like about Jordanian
culture is that they really take the time to

See page 10
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I don’t care.
14%
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Lawrence Fencing dominates at MWCC
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

The Lawrence University
Fencing Team competed this
weekend at the Midwest Fencing
Conference Championships at
Northwestern University where,
for the first time since the mid
90’s, the team snagged podium
spots in several different categories.
Overall, the men’s team took
second with 750 points; narrowly
losing to Ohio State by 35 points.
The women’s team finished in a
respectable fifth place with 600
points. Combined, the Lawrence
team took fourth place with a total
of 1,350 points.
Before the meet the team was
surprised by their seeding placements that determine who they
will fence. “Our seedings were
pretty mixed up; we really had to
adjust to how they placed us,” says

junior Jacob Hodges. “The seedings can have a really big influence
on the results.”
These seedings determine
who the team will face in order to
progress to the finals, and therefore can be critical in determining the team’s success. The men’s
team rose to the challenge however and shined in what can certainly be deemed the highlight of
their year so far.
The men’s sabre contingent
consisting of senior Graham Jones,
junior Ian Pelton, and freshman
Joe Davis took the conference title
by upsetting The Ohio State in
a nail-biting 5-4 semifinal decision, then moving on to defeat
Michigan 5-3 in the final round.
The men’s foil group, consisting of Hodges, freshman Alden
Grasse, and junior Erik Paulson,
found success as well in taking second place by defeating
Cleveland State 5-3 in the semifinals. The men’s epee placed fifth
after defeating Wayne State 5-4
and falling to Purdue in the quar-

terfinals 5-3.
The women were also dealt
a difficult hand in their seeding.
The women’s epee defeated Iowa
5-1 to qualify for the quarterfinals, but lost to Purdue 5-2 to take
fifth place. The women’s foil took
seventh place by being eliminated
by Northwestern, and the sabre
took ninth by being defeated by
Cleveland State 5-3.
Moving
forward,
the
Lawrence fencing team looks
to continue their success in the
Regional tournament where many
fencers will be competing to qualify for Nationals. The team will
be honing their skills by focusing more on bouts, the individual
fencing matches, and less on conditioning and footwork.
“We’ll be trying to make it as
realistic as possible,” says Hodges.
Look for the fencing team to follow
the momentum they have created
in the Regional meet, which will
also take place at Northwestern in
two weeks.

with a distance of 3.61 meters.
Representing the men in the
event, the best finisher for the
Vikings was sophomore Wes
Hetcher, placing 18th with a distance of 5.42 meters, followed by
freshman Jackson Boeh in 20th,
with a distance of 5.06 meters.
Freshman Hannah Kinzer
competed in the 5,000 meter run,
finishing in third with a time of
19:49.63. Her teammate, freshman Margaret Huck, finished in
fifth place in the same event, with
a time of 20:01.39. This type of
competitiveness from the freshmen across the board for the
Lawrence Women’s Track team
could produce some great things
in the future.
The Men’s Track team also
competed well at the invitational. In the 3000-meter run, junior
Cam Davies placed fifth with a
time of 9:18.22. Junior Jordan
Atkins placed tenth with a time
of 9:51.07. In the 800-meter
relay, the team of sophomore JP
Ranumas, freshman Cole Erickson,
junior Dalton Sendelbach and
sophomore Trevor Spina raced to
fifth place with a time of 1:40.11.

Next up for the Viking track
teams is the Midwest Conference
Championships, taking place in
Grinnell, IA. On the championships, Erickson expressed a lot of
confidence in the team’s chances
of finishing high, saying, “Our
team is as prepared as we can
be…I’m personally thrilled to be
a part of multiple relays, since
we’ve been putting up great times
in our past few meets. We have
so many amazing athletes on the
team, it will be great to see how
our best compare to the best from
other schools.”
Everybody on campus has
undoubtedly seen the squad of
athletes running down the clear
paths near the wellness center
at some point. These dedicated athletes go, after a full day
of class, and brave the cold time
and time again to get better at
their respective events. Good luck
to both teams in their upcoming
competition, and congratulations
on another year of hard work put
in the books for the Lawrence
University indoor track teams.

Track & Field teams compete at Steven’s Point
Brady Busha

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

Lawrence University’s Men’s
and Women’s Track teams had
some great success at University
of Wisconsin--Stevens Point. The
men’s team finished in 10th place,
and the women’s team finished
in fifth. The teams accomplished
this at the Eastbay Invitational on
Saturday, Feb. 21.
Erin Schrobilgen shone
brightly in Stevens Point, breaking her own school record in the
mile run. Schrobilgen placed third
in the event, finishing in 5:21.84.
With that time, Schrobilgen broke
Sue Schneider’s previous record
of 5:22.01, set in 1978.
A squad of Lawrence women
competed in the 800-meter relay
at the Invitational. Freshman
Kendra Thomas, senior Anna
Bolgrien, freshman Janey Degnan
and freshman Marisa Morrison
raced to fourth place with a time
of 1:58.53.
Brenna Ori, a sophomore,
barely missed out on making
the top eight in the long jump.
She placed ninth in the event

Despite putting up a solid offensive battle, the Vikings ultimately lost their season
finale to Monmouth 73-59.
Photo by Michael Hubbard

Ask any player on the Lawrence University men’s basketball
team, and this season did not pan out as expected. The Vikings
finished 10-13 overall and 8-10 in the MWC, good for sixth in the
conference.
However, this season has made the Vikings’ points of weakness more salient. The players now have a clear vision heading
into the offseason, and that is to make the weight room their
second home.
“The entire team from top to bottom needs to get stronger in
the offseason and come back next fall as a collectively bigger and
stronger group, which will help us be a tougher team,” says head
coach Joel DePagter, who just completed his eighth season at the
helm (107-81 overall).
DePagter would like to see his team battle with opposing big
men on both ends of the court and strive for every 50/50 ball.
Adding physicality to the Vikings’ up-tempo, guard oriented style
would be a welcomed asset and could make Lawrence a dangerous team heading into the 2015-16 season.
Most notably, the Vikings had trouble working the inside-out
game this season. This led to decreased success from behind the
arc—36 percent in 2014-15 compared to 41 percent in 201314—along with a five percent drop in total field goal percentage.
With only two true big men (junior Trace Sonnleitner and
sophomore Mitch Willer), the Vikings lacked the physicality to
scare opponents and create mismatches in the half court. Defenses
often crowded the middle against the Vikings, forcing them to take
three-pointers and contested shots inside the arc.
Freshman guard Jeremy Stephani (8.5 PPG, 2.7 REB) knows
that while his team needs to get stronger, this won’t come at the
expense of their identity. “We are a little bit smaller and more
guard heavy than other teams but we use that to our advantage to
speed the game up and create mismatches on offense through our
motion,” comments Stephani.
Lawrence will continue to play to their strengths whenever
possible, but added toughness will be the X-factor heading into
next year.
“We need to have a better focus as a team on defense and
rebounding so we don’t rely on shooting the ball well every night,”
adds DePagter.
Improved defense and rebounding starts in the weight room,
and that is exactly where the Vikings will begin their offseason.
Additionally, Lawrence must overcome the departure of Ryan
DePouw and Andrew Borresen. The two thrived as leaders in all
areas, which sophomore guard Peter Winslow sees as a challenge
to replace.
“We need to step up in terms of leadership and court presence. DePouw and Borresen are two individuals that everyone
looks to on the floor when things get rough,” says Winslow.
“Supplementing other individuals for their roles will be no easy
task, on and off the court.”
“Both of them did a lot for us on both sides of the floor in
terms of their play, but I think their leadership and experience will
be missed the most,” adds Stephani.
Borresen brought a ton of energy to the court, and DePouw
had the most playing experience on the team. The Vikings will now
need to rely on Troy Miller, Jamie Nikitas and Trace Sonnleitner to
be their unquestioned leaders.
Miller boosted team energy and morale with his aggressive,
hardnosed play this season, Nikitas led the team in rebounding at
7.7 per game, and Sonnleitner shot 47 percent from the field, to go
along with 40 percent from beyond the arc.
There is certainly enough experience in place for the Vikings
to be competitive in the conference, but it will take effort from
Stephani, Winslow, Mitch Willer and Connor Weas to round out
the depth.
As for recruiting, DePagter is optimistic that Lawrence will
bring in another strong class. “We are looking to bring in three
to four recruits next year. [We are] always looking for size but
are trying to get one player in each position (PG, wing and post),”
DePagter states.
“The next few weeks we will be traveling a lot, watching guys
play in their final high school games and hopefully we will finish
up with next year’s class by end of March or early April.”
Lawrence will look to maintain the balance in their next
recruiting class. The recruits will be welcomed into the LU
Basketball Family, and have a chance to play in what DePagter calls
an “enjoyable system.”
I would like to thank everyone who read my column throughout
the term, along with all players and coaches interviewed. Here’s to
another season of Lawrence basketball!

SPORTS
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Ethan Perushek: Men’s Tennis
This week, I sat down with junior Ethan Perushek of the Lawrence
University Men’s Tennis Team to talk about the upcoming season.
Parushek was recently named the Midwest Conference Performer of
the Week.
GC: How does it feel to be named the Midwest Conference
Performer of the Week this early in the season?
EP: I guess I have high hopes for the rest of the season. I will say it
must have been a slow week in the conference [laughs], other than
that, the team is looking really good. We’re coming out of the gate
strong; we’re 2-1, having lost the only one to a UW school. It bodes
well for further play.
GC: What are you looking forward to accomplishing this season?
EP: Just improving. I think we made a decent run last year with the
talent that we had, but we’ve all improved a lot—got some new blood.
That’s looking to help us go that extra step, and I think we have a
good chance to make
a deeper impact in the
conference than we did
last year – hopefully
along the lines of my
freshman year when
we took second place
in conference.
GC: Are there any
areas of your game
you’re working on
improving this year?
EP: My serve. That is a
constant uphill battle.
It is ever evolving, but
it has been solid the
last few weeks.

Photo by Emei Thompson

GC: How long have
you been playing tennis?

EP: I first picked up a racket when I was about five or six. Along with
a pair of skates, those were kind of the things our family was into. But
hockey was always number one, so I constantly played tennis when
I was little and through grade school and middle school, but never
really focused on that. In middle school, I played on the B-team, but it
was like once a week when I was doing hockey four times a week. But
in 10th grade I decided to make the switch, and that’s when I really
started playing tennis – focusing on lessons and hitting with a private
coach.

GC: What has kept you focused and committed to playing tennis?
EP: It’s just a lot of fun, and it’s a competitive sport and there are a
lot of mind games—and that can be hard sometimes especially when
you’re on the court by yourself. But growing up watching the rivalry
between Nadal and Federer was so cool and the level of tennis was so
high, especially with Djokovic coming into the mix and Andy Murray
at some points. It was just great tennis to watch. Now we have morning practices and we have to get up at five a.m., but I do that because I
love the sport and the guys; and I couldn’t do that without them there.
GC: Are there any strengths or weaknesses you would like to see
the team improve on this year?
EP: I think just resilience. Last year, we struggled getting down early
in matches, especially when our doubles was letting us down, and that
carried over mentally toward our singles, but I think this year first
off we have a better doubles game,--our number one singles player
David Jumes is phenomenal, his mental game is incredibly strong and
he never lets anything faze him. We need to be more like that—like a
rubber band.
GC: Would you rather play a game of singles against Roger
Federer, or a game of doubles against the Bob and Mike Bryan
twins?
EP: I would take singles against Federer—selfishly—so no one else
could share in that experience. And the Bryan brothers would kick
my butt so hard. At least in singles there’s the off chance of a rally, but
in doubles its like there’s two shots with those guys before it’s over.

Men’s Hockey shows overall improvement at season’s end
Clare Bruning
Staff Writer

______________________

The Lawrence University
hockey team concluded the 20142015 season last weekend when
they fell to St. Norbert College (195-2, 13-4-1 NCHA) in the quarterfinal series of the NCHA playoffs.
After being defeated by the Green
Knights in regular season competition as well as in the first round
of playoffs last year, the Vikings
knew the Green Knights would be
a force to be reckoned with.
On Friday, Feb. 20, the puck
dropped at the Cornerstone
Community Center in De Pere

to open the series. The Green
Knights buried two power play
goals in the first period to claim
an early 2-0 lead. Penalties, which
the Vikings have struggled with
all season, paired with an inability
to capitalize on their own power
play opportunities, has led to
scoring deficits that are difficult
to come back from.
St. Norbert continued to
dominate offensively and prevent
the Lawrence scoring efforts, adding two more goals in the second
period. The Green Knights scored
once more at the beginning of
the third period to claim the win.
Outshooting the Vikings 50-11, it
was clear the Green Knights felt in
control on their home turf.

Saturday, Feb. 21, was
Lawrence’s last chance to gain
some momentum in the first
round of playoffs. St. Norbert only
needed a tie to advance to the
semifinals, and the Vikings needed to win to force a mini-game
that would determine the victor.
Despite improving offensively and
firing 23 shots on goal, the Vikings
continued to struggle defensively
against the scoring powerhouse
that is St. Norbert.
The Green Knights again
started the action with a power
play goal 8:11 into the first period and fired in two more before
the first intermission. That initial power play success appeared
again in the second period, as St.

Norbert put away two more goals
on one and two-man advantages.
One third period goal brought the
final score to 6-0 in the Green
Knights’ favor, securing their second shutout of the weekend and
clinching a spot in the next round.
In the semifinals St. Norbert
will face MSOE (17-10-0, 11-7-0
NCHA), whose sudden-death minigame victory over Marian College
last weekend earned them a place
in this next round. Similarly, the
College of St. Scholastica (12-12-3,
8-8-2 NCHA) defeated Lake Forest
College in another decisive minigame, lining them up with Adrian
College (21-3-3, 16-1-1 NCHA) for
the semifinal round.
The Vikings hang up their

form, and came out and just fell
in love.

and field in the spring as well,
correct? What do you hope to
bring from this season to next
season?
Well, this season, one of the
things I learned the most was how
dedicated everyone is to the sport,
so I hope to go into spring season
and work really hard, get better
and improve on the team.

every single day, it’s lifting two or
three times a week. It’s a lot more,
a lot more intense. I think it’s good
because it gives me something to
do when I’m done with school. I
love my team.

Freshman Sportlight

Devin Ditto
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Sage Greenlee has been a
valuable member of the Track &
Field team and is looking forward
to the Midwest Conference (MWC)
Championships this weekend.
Where are you from? What
drew you to Lawrence?
Fort Collins, Colorado. I had
actually had college counselors
who had sent some students here
before and they recommended it.
So, I filled out the recruitment

How old were you when you
started doing track and field?
7th grade, so probably 12.

What got you interested in the
sport?
We had field day in middle
school where we could try all of
the different events, and I tried
the high jump and was good at it,
so I pursued it.
You are going to be doing track

How has transitioning from
high school athletics into college athletics been?
It’s been good – it’s definitely
a lot more commitment here. It’s

STANDINGS
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
18-0
22-1
Monmouth
13-5
16-7
Grinnell
12-6
14-9
Ripon
12-6
15-8
Lake Forest
9-9
10-12
Lawrence
8-10
10-13
Cornell
7-11
8-15
Beloit
7-11
8-15
Carroll
6-12
9-14
Knox
4-14
6-17
Illinois
3-15
4-19
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
MWC
OVR
St. Norbert
17-1
20-3
Carroll
13-5
16-7
Cornell
12-6
14-9
Illinois
11-7
14-9
Lake Forest
11-7
12-11
Knox
9-9
11-12
Monmouth
9-9
10-13
Grinnell
8-10
10-13
Beloit
7-11
8-15
Ripon
2-16
2-21
Lawrence
0-18
1-22
HOCKEY
TEAM		
Adrian		
St. Norbert		
Lake Forest		
MSOE		
Marian		
St. Scholastica		
Lawrence		
Concordia (Wis.)
Finlandia		
Northland		

OVR
16-1-1
13-4-1
12-5-1
11-7-0
9-8-1
8-8-2
6-12-0
4-14-0
4-14-0
3-13-2

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Feb. 25, 2015

skates for the season with a final
NCHA record of 6-12-0 (7-191 overall). This shows progress
from last year’s 5-12-1 NCHA
(6-19-2 overall) performance. The
hockey program at Lawrence aims
to continue improving on this
and eventually build the strength
needed to be a powerful presence
in a challenging league.

Track & Field

How has being an athlete influenced you academically?
It really pushed me to do better, because there is a standard
of academic excellence on the
team. It helps with getting things
done on time; you can’t really be
a procrastinator when you’re in
athletics.

What do you think you have
brought to the team so far this
season and what do you hope
to continue to bring in the next
few weeks?
I’m definitely a social and
energetic person, so I feel like I
bring that upbeat energy to the
team. I’m just really working hard,
and I hope for future seasons to be
a role model for younger people
on the team.
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Ultimate Peace for Israel
High Flying Cabaret
Anh Ta

Staff Writer

______________________________________________

This year, the surprise factor of Cabaret
2015 will definitely be the Mongolianinspired circus act. Put together for the first
time ever at Lawrence and in Cabaret, the
performance by junior Meghan Clark and
freshman Rachel Wilson promises to wow
the audience while connecting, through
story, music and movements.
With years of experience behind them
as seasoned professional performers,
Wilson and Clark are no less than ambitious
in their first showcase of the art of circus at
Lawrence: either an aerial act, performing
in the air, or a ground act with impressive
hand-balancing acrobatic moves, lifts and
dancing.
Both see Cabaret as a perfect opportunity to showcase the culturally diverse
nature of the art of circus. Despite being
heavily influenced by the Mongolian art of
contortion, Wilson and Clark are hopeful to
demonstrate that circus, in itself, is a very
international art, and hence a perfect selection for Cabaret.
“I have never worked on a show where
it has been homogenous in any way,” said
Clark. “We have worked with people from
Cuba, Latin America, China, Japan, Russia
and all over.”
Wilson also elaborated on the multicultural origin of circus. “A lot of different
acts originate from different countries, like
the Chinese poles or the Russian bars,” said
Wilson. “Along with these acts from different countries, the cultures come with them,
as well as different stylistic accents and
ways of coaching. A lot of the tricks that we
learned are in different languages.”
Both have dedicated a large part of
their lives to circus: Wilson started training at seven, and Clark at twelve. Speaking
passionately of her art, Wilson saw circus
as “the accumulation of dance, theatre and
music.” As such, they find a lot to learn from
the diversity of circus and beyond. Sharing
with us their burning passions, Wilson and
Clark reflected on how circus has shaped
their perspectives and life experience.
“The most remarkable thing about circus for me is that every day you go in holding someone else’s life in your hand,” said
Wilson. “Or your life is held in someone
else’s hands […] You have to step in, and no
matter what you go through in the day, you
have to leave all of that behind because you
have to be responsible. The trust formed
between circus performers is unlike anything I have experienced. The worst failure
is letting down your partner. So you work
harder to get better and to support [your

partner].”
For Clark, it is the power of non-verbal
communication necessary in circus that
impacted her outlook on life. She shared
with us an anecdote of her performance
with Israeli and Jewish performers in Israel.
Despite not speaking the same language,
they managed to put a show together in a
week and performed for a week and a half.
“That is to show how people are people; and we don’t have to hold ourselves to
our national or cultural identities,” Clark
reflected. “It was not only perfecting my
physical conditions but also about breaking
down racial, gender and ethnic boundaries. It was probably the most rewarding
experience […] because I learned to work
with people coming from backgrounds
completely different from my own and to
develop relationships with them.”
As both are familiar with working with
others despite differences, they find it exciting to come together to practice, although
each comes from a different circus background. To Clark, it is even more special
as it is the first time she has a partner at
Lawrence to perform her beloved art. After
two years of training on her own as the
only circus performer here, she shared the
excitement of meeting Wilson.
“Circus has been such a large part of
my life before coming here,” shared Clark.
“It is nice to have someone to understand
that lifestyle and the dedication involved.
I could say something like ‘I was hanging
in the air and then we did a pop turn and I
landed in the arms of the other performers’
and [Wilson] would know exactly what I am
talking about.”
Although the art of circus is not yet
well-known in the Lawrence community,
Wilson and Clark remain optimistic about
its development on campus. They plan to
take it one step at a time, first, being able
to get the equipment and approval from
Lawrence administration to do an aerial
act in Cabaret, and then bringing in more
equipment to train themselves. They are
also thinking about the possibility of a circus community at Lawrence in the long run.
“It might be feasible here at Lawrence,
since there is such a great appreciation of
the arts,” said Wilson. “My friends at Yale
and Stanford have been able to start circus
communities on campus. Circus will definitely become more popular in colleges.”
It is impossible not to be inspired by
the passion and dedication Wilson and
Clark both put in their pursuits of the art
of circus. As they continue preparing for
Cabaret, all Lawrentians can expect to be
amazed by the spectacle they have planned
for us all.

Wilson and Clarke practice their Cabaret routine.
Photo by Billy Liu

Rachel Taber
Staff Writer

______________________________

Senior Dani Glass has been working
with the organization Ultimate Peace, located in Israel, for six years. The program aims
to bring together kids from different backgrounds. Ultimate Peace has a camp each
summer, but also weekly practices in many
communities.
Ultimate Peace focuses on giving kids
the opportunity to meet peers that they
have never gotten the chance to and build
lasting relationships. “Ultimate Peace is a
peace-building organization that uses the
sport of ultimate Frisbee to bring together
youth from Arab Israeli, Jewish Israeli, and
Palestinian backgrounds,” explained Glass.
“So we put them on teams together, we
teach them how to play ultimate together,
and we teach them about spirit,” said Glass.
“Through that they create these lasting
relationships that they would have never
gotten the chance to create otherwise.”
Ultimate Peace has grown and this
year has had their first Coaches in Training
(CIT) group graduate the three-year program. “Middle Eastern kids who have really
shown themselves to be leaders can apply
and if they’re accepted into this CIT program they do leadership training and they
meet all year round,” Glass said “It really
ensures that Ultimate Peace is a consistent
thing in their lives rather than something
they just do in the summer,” said Glass
Although Ultimate Peace is making a
difference, not all groups want to participate. “Some families within some communities certainly embraced it more than others.
Because these kids are coming from such
diverse backgrounds, some are very interested in peace-building organizations and
others see the other group as something
different, something dangerous, something
they don’t want to be a part of.”
Participation has increased since it
began due to participants going back into
their communities and sharing their experiences.
“At first he said ‘No, I want nothing to

do with them,’ and then the next year his
teachers talked to him about it again and
he decided to come,” Glass explained on the
experience of one camper. “His whole family was against this idea but he came anyway, and the next year he had five younger
brothers and cousins coming with him.”
There are many ways to get involved
with the program. “Camp is non-profit;
every staff member has to raise a certain
amount of money or pay extra to come to
camp,” Glass said. “So another way to get
involved is to hit the donate button, or
encourage your team or your group to get
in touch with us and raise money to sponsor a kid to come to camp, or to pay for
every kid to get a disc or a jersey.” There are
also coach and American CIT applications
that come out each December.
Ultimate Peace allows both campers
and coaches learn from the experience.
“Ultimate Peace has made me grow as a
person so much. What happens at camp is
we have these kids coming in who speak
different languages,” Glass said. “You have
to be super concise and there are so any
times that a translator isn’t available so I
have to find ways to explain it through body
language, through expression.”
“Ultimate Peace has given me a chance
to step out of my comfort zone and realize
I love being out of my comfort zone,” said
Glass. “I’ve gained so many skills, not just
for my own being out-going, but for my own
ability to work with people who learn in
very different ways. “
Ultimate is a huge event that allows
everyone involved to feel like a part of
something larger. “It’s so much work, sometimes I look around me and I can’t believe
that we’ve pulled it off. It’s this massive
group effort and I’ve never felt so big and
so important, and I’ve never felt so involved
before,” Glass said. “I know with everything
I do, not only are kids watching and I’m
setting an example, but I’m a part of this
machine that needs every single person to
work.”
“At camp, I get to see kids who have
always been mistrustful of one another
come together and cheer for each other,
and high five, and embrace. By the time they
leave every single person is in tears.”

LU women’s self defense
Margaret Koss
Staff Writer

______________________________

On Sunday, March 1, from 1-4 p.m., a
Women’s Self-Defense class will be held in
the Buchanan-Kiewit Wellness Center. The
class, hosted by Fox Valley Grappling club
in conjunction with Lawrence’s Grappling
club, is intended to give women a background in fighting technique for situations
in which they may need to defend themselves.
Sophomore Shana Pike, one of the
leaders of Grappling Club and the organizer
of the event, explained, “when you have that
adrenaline and you’re fearful, having some
kind of background is good. Without any of
that [experience], you’ll just blank.” Pike’s
goal is that women will come away from
the class equipped with fighting skills that
can be enacted quickly in a scary situation,
rather than freezing and not knowing what
to do.
Alexandra Rathbone, a certified
instructor from Fox Valley Grappling Club,
will teach the class.
“I think it will be powerful having it
be from a woman to women,” Pike said.
Rathbone’s presence at Fox Valley Grappling
Club has brought more women to their
gym, and Pike believes that she will have
the same influence at Lawrence. “Having
the knowledge come from a woman will be
more powerful because she will know the
type of situations you can get caught up in
or what to look out for,” Pike continued.
“When I try to explain to a guy different fears I have of walking by myself at

night, usually they don’t really understand
what I’m talking about … they don’t have to
think about it as much.”
That’s not to say that men don’t need
to learn self-defense, because they can get
involved in situations like this too, but the
skills and fighting technique would be different, making the all-female class more
valuable for Lawrence women.
“We are going to talk about sexual
assault and how to get away from a situation like that,” Pike said. “We are also going
to learn verbal protection—being aware
of when you should say something, and
using your voice before any type of physical
threat comes in.”
If the class is successful, Pike hopes
to bring it back once a term to teach selfdefense to as many women as possible.
But, Pike suggested that women come to
grappling club if they can’t make the class.
“Grappling club focuses on Brazilian jiu-jitsu and has influences of other martial arts,”
Pike explained. “Jiu-jitsu is more about
technique and body angles, but you can use
influences and concepts in jiu-jitsu for self
defense. It’s a good background to have.”
Pike started going to jiu-jitsu her freshman year and is now one of the leaders of
grappling club. “I was the only girl there,”
she said. “It’s a very male-dominated sport,
like most fighting. If you watch UFC, anything the fighters are doing on the ground
is jiu-jitsu.”
Pike hopes more women join her at
grappling club, which meets on Saturdays
at 4:30 p.m. and Mondays at 5 p.m. in
the Wellness Center. And considering how
quickly her self-defense class began to fill
up, it seems like women on campus want to
join in the fight.
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Sustainable China Program links Lawrentians and China
Nalee Praseutsack
Staff Writer

______________________________

The Sustainable China Program provides students with the opportunity to
study abroad for two and a half weeks in
December and receive an in-depth introduction to the relationships between China’s
Culture, Conservation and Commerce, or
the three C’s.
Stephen Edward Scarff Professor
of International Affairs and Assistant
Professor of Government Jason Brozek,
director of the program, describes the program as “a gateway or springboard for students to engage with these issues.” He has
seen many students pursue more Chinese,
environmental or economics oriented
classes after going on the trip because it
helped to enforce their interests.
Professor Brozek emphasized that
the program is not “a Chinese capstone”
and is directed towards students “with a
diverse background.” While the program
does require a term of Mandarin Chinese,
no background in the language is necessary.
The purpose is to bring together students
with interests in the culture, conservation
and/or commerce in China, rather than
focus only on the Chinese aspect.
The program is meant to “examine the
connections between culture, conservation
and commerce through the lens of China,”
according to Brozek. He originally became
interested in the program in 2008 “not
because I’m a Chinese scholar,” he said, “but
because I’m interested in international edu-

Lawrentians work with students at Ludi Elementary School in China.
Photo courtesy of Jason Brozek

cation and study abroad.”
This is meant to be an “engaged experience and not passive tourism,” said Brozek.
While an academic setting is involved, the
program also involves service projects
that actively investigate the connections
between culture, economy and conservation talked about in the prerequisite classes.
The program requires accepted students to take a term of Chinese language
at their level and the “Sustainable China:
Environment and Economy” class in the
Fall 2015 term to properly prepare them

for their trip. These prerequisite classes are
meant to “give students a pretty good preparation … to talk with people and engage in
things,” said Brozek.
The on-campus prerequisites are
meant to “make study abroad more accessible,” said Brozek. With the background
and preparation done on campus as part
of the program, students don’t require an
extensive background in Chinese or other
aspects before joining the program and
studying abroad. The classes also open the
program from more than just language, but

a yellow lab breeder, was “an ideal service
dog. She was already done.”
After Cami came Gilbert, a black lab,
and after Gilbert came his brother, Blake,
each dog representing a greater challenge.
Cami needed no additional training, just
care. Murdock had Gilbert when he was
younger, so she taught him basic skills like
“sit, lie down, learning how to stay. With
Blake it was more specific things like learning how to lie down on someone’s lap, or
how to open a door.”
When she began attending Lawrence,
Murdock left dog training behind. But she
missed the reward that came with “seeing that connection of me being able to
communicate something without words.
Being aware of myself enough to influence
another person or animal. That’s really
inspiring to me.”
So last summer, when Murdock heard
about another university doing service dog
work, she was excited. “I wondered if something like that could be done at Lawrence.”
Some quick online research revealed
half a dozen organizations in Wisconsin
doing work similar to what she had done
in New Mexico. Murdock called all of them.
Only one responded. It was Custom Canines
Service Dog Academy, an organization out
of Madison. Next she contacted Nancy
Truesdell, Vice President for Student Affairs
and Dean of Students.
Finally in October, after several phone
calls and many emails, Murdock was the
proud—and temporary—guardian of a certain ten-month-old black lab with a voracious appetite and great work ethic.
Last fall, just a few weeks into their
time together, I was with Cameron and
Hazen in the café during the busy lunch
hour. As we stood in line I witnessed the
many reactions people have to a person
with a service dog. The sidelong glances of
the curious. The wide berths of those eager
to respect the boundaries of a working dog.
One student, bagel in hand, reached down
and scratched Hazen between the ears,
apparently oblivious to the significance of
the red and black service vest.
Murdock says the difference between
this term and the last one has been enor-

mous in the way people
respond to Hazen. “I
think it’s been great educationally, the amount
that students have
changed in being aware
of [Hazen] and supporting me when other students don’t know what to
do. Saying, ‘This is how
you act around a service
dog, this is the kind of
behavior you’d expect.’”
Indeed, that educational opportunity is one
of the reasons Truesdell
was eager to smooth
the way for Murdock to
have Hazen on campus.
It took a bit of finesse,
but “making an exception
to the pet policy in this
case seemed warranted
because of the important
work Cameron is doing
and because there is educational value for the rest
of campus,” Truesdell
said.
And the rest of
campus has had many
opportunities to learn,
with Murdock taking
Hazen just about everywhere, including
her classes, the library and cafeteria. The
one place she won’t take him? Orchestra
rehearsal. “Too many expensive instruments!” Murdock says with a laugh.
Hazen has had other, no less significant
effects on Murdock and the people around
her.
Junior Sofie Yang, who lives just across
the hall from Murdock, says she enjoys the
eager energy Hazen brings to campus.
“I love how if I’m walking [with
Murdock and Hazen], how excited he gets
for the snow, for everything. It helps me
look at Lawrence in another way,” Yang said.
For Murdock, Hazen’s biggest impact
has been in her daily routine. From the
time she wakes up Murdock’s schedule is
wrapped around the needs of Hazen to eat,

to social sciences as well.
A study abroad is about “understanding your role as a carrier of culture,” said
Brozek. The experience is for learning, but
students should also understand that they
carry an innate “filter through which they
perceive other cultures.” Studying abroad
helps students to both experience a new
culture and see how it relates to their own.
In his experience, the program has
been rewarding for many students both
academically and personally. “We try to
build in opportunities for reflection,”
Brozek said. With so much going on over
a relatively short span of time, reflection
throughout the trip helped students document and comprehend their experiences.
In 2012, Lawrence received a $400,000
grant from the Henry Luce Foundation to
help fund the program. The money has and
will be used to provide faculty development
and exchanges. It is also used to help students return to China if they choose to do
further research.
Freshmen and sophomores are
strongly encouraged to apply. The money
from the Luce Foundation can be used to
send students back to China for summer
research, senior projects and even potentially going back after graduation. The earlier the engagement with the program, the
more opportunities students will have in
the future.
Interested applicants can email Brozek
for the application or with more questions.
The application seeks to gauge interest and
how and why applicants think they will
benefit from the experience. Applications
will be due April 10.

Hazen, service dog in training, ready to graduate
Andrea Johnson
Staff Writer

___________________________________

Cameron Murdock leans against the
wall in Greenfire’s living room. Hazen, who
has until now been snuffing along the bottom of the couch for remnants of dinner,
becomes alert. With a sense of purpose that
is impressive for one so young, he makes a
beeline for Murdock, jumps up on his hind
legs and, using his snout, flips the light
switch beside her.
Murdock presses her clicker once and
reaches into her faded blue fanny pack for a
treat. Hazen engulfs almost her entire hand
to get it, and it becomes obvious again that
he was only recently a puppy.
The whole exercise passes without a
single word from Murdock, a junior music
major. She explains to me that when Hazen
becomes a service dog for a person in a
wheelchair, as she’s training him to be, he
will need to intuit the needs of his owner.
Add to this her philosophical avoidance of
the word “no” when dealing with dogs, and
their training sessions pass almost entirely
silently.
It’s a remarkable thing to witness:
“But how does he know?” I keep asking.
When Cameron and I sit down to chat, the
smallish black lab squeezes into the space
between her legs and rests his head on her
foot. He looks up with those deep brown
puppy dog eyes, and Cameron looks back.
Again, words are unnecessary.
In just over four weeks, Murdock will
leave for a term abroad at the London
Centre. As her adventure begins, so will
Hazen’s, as he finishes training and embarks
on his life as a working dog.
It’s an outcome months in the making—years if you consider Murdock’s background training dogs, which goes back to
her high school years when she participated in a service dog training afterschool
program in her hometown of Santa Fe, N.M.
After a few years of the program under
her belt, Murdock qualified to train her
own dog. “I begged my parents to let me,”
Murdock said. “And then I got Cami.” Cami,

Murdoch with Hazen.
Photo by Emily Teerink

to train, go to the bathroom, go for a walk.
“It’s very grounding, because I have all
these assignments to work on and I have to
go to orchestra. But oh wait, I need to eat,
he needs to eat, I need to go for a walk.” The
lab reminds her, interestingly enough, of
her own humanity.
Hazen is nearing the end of his training, 90% of which, according to Murdock,
is simply learning how to be around people. The other 10% includes: flipping light
switches, pushing buttons, like those used
to open automatic doors and pulling or
pushing open non-automatic doors. Lately
he’s been working on pulling off loose articles of clothing, like jackets and socks, a
skill necessary to assist people who may
not be able to reach around or bend down.

See page 8
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“The Vagina Monologues” continues as an annual success
Lizzy Weekes
Staff Writer

_______________________

On Friday Feb. 20, women
of the Downer Feminist Council
(DFC) stunned with their readings of Eve Ensler’s “The Vagina
Monologues.”
The night began with a general trigger warning and introduction by DFC President sophomore
Allison Wray. Never having heard
or read these monologues myself,
I was a bit cautious to stay. But I
am glad I did.
The first piece was “Worried?”
Wray, junior Shannon Grant and
sophomore Torrey Smith set the
stage for the night. The monologues are interviews Ensler had
conducted with women who, as
she found, secretly love to talk
about their vaginas, but this is
a taboo in our society. Due to
these stigmas, every woman goes
around saying, “We are worried
about our vaginas.”
Sophomore Hannah Ganzel
read “Hair.” “If you love vaginas,
you have to love hair.” This woman’s husband was not happy with
her hair, although he loved her
vagina. This even went so far as
to jeopardize her marriage. In the
end, the husband shaved his wife,
so giddy in the act he failed to
realized the demoralizing reality
of the act, how truly vulnerable he
had left his wife.
The next monologue, “Lists,”
simply listed some questions
Ensler would ask her subjects. If
your vagina were a person, what
would it wear? Everything from
jeans to silk. What would it say?
“Where’s Brian?”
The eldest woman interviewed, as freshman Delaney

Olsen explained, was 72 and had
never had an orgasm. The monologue was “The Flood,” the actress
junior Micayla Hutton. The old
woman referred to her vagina as
“down there,” or a “cellar.” No one
had gone “down there” ever. She
had only had one vaguely sexual
experience, in which a “flood” of
passion ruined a boy’s car seat.
Junior Lee Greenslit and
sophomore Casey Shearson read
“The Vagina Workshop.” The
woman portrayed went to a workshop where she was asked to draw
her vagina, look at her vagina and
find her clitoris. The events were
life changing and awe-inspiring.
The subject saw herself in a new,
beautiful light. As a connection
was felt, the words were said in
unison, “My vagina, my vagina,
me.”
Greenslit presented a “Happy
Fact” about the clitoris. It is the
only organ in the human body
designed purposefully for pleasure, a bundle of nerves providing
ecstasy.
Grant read, “Because He
Liked to Look at It.” This woman
hated her vagina, until she met

Bob: plain, unsuspecting Bob.
This man loved to look at vaginas,
believing it is who a woman is.
“I need to see you,” he repeated
over and over until the woman
herself felt beautiful, an appreciation for the taboo inspiring selfawareness and confidence.
“A Not-So-Happy Fact” concerning genital mutilation came
next. Junior Abby LaBrant reported that 130 million girls and
young women are violated in this
way every year.
A truly entertaining spin,
senior Anastasia Skliarova read
“My Angry Vagina.” Social atrocities were addressed vehemently.
Tampons are disgusting; douche
sprays hide what a vagina should
smell like—a vagina; exams are
cold with their mean duck lips;
thongs get stuck in the back of
your crusty butt! Of course, every
woman is just supposed to accept
these things as a part of womanhood.
A darker presentation by
junior Hannah Shryer made for a
somber mood. “My Vagina Was My
Village,” directly addressed one
woman’s story of a wartime rape.

Her vagina was a happy place, a
rippling field … but not since the
soldiers shoved a rifle up in her.
Skin tore away. They left their
dirty sperm inside her. She does
not visit the once beautiful place
anymore.
Freshman Augie GroeschelJohnson presented “Another
Happy Fact”: doctors in Sweden
have successfully reconstructed a
clitoris. Victims of genital mutilation have a chance to reclaim their
identities.
Freshman Shelby Johnson
read “Reclaiming Cunt,” in which
the woman explained how she
really liked this normally dirtily
offensive word. She went through
an anagram of empowering words
and sounds, until we were all
shouting “cunt!” together.
Ensler had also asked a sixyear-old girl about her vagina,
portrayed by sophomore Sarah
Axtell while Skliarova asked questions. The girl described her vagina most notably as a “pretty dark
peach, a diamond; somewhere
deep inside it has a smart brain.”
There is hope for change if the
young believe in their vaginas as

empowering.
Olsen introduced the story
of a female sex worker, “The
Woman Who Loved to Make
Vaginas Happy.” Both Axtell and
Groeschel-Johnson portrayed this
woman’s story. She loved a good
moan. Men were intimidated
by this show of pleasure, so she
moved on to woman. There she
elicited all sorts of moans, many
of which Axtell and GroeschelJohnson demonstrated with vigor.
Wray wrapped up the readings with, “I Was There in the
Room,” the story of Eve Ensler
witnessing her granddaughter’s
birth. Her daughter’s vagina was a
“sacred vessel…singing with all of
its strength…a wide, red pulsing
heart.” A sense of awe was conveyed. Vaginas are, in the truest
meaning of the word, amazing.
The performers explained
their reasons for performing. The
audience was asked to participate
with reasons they had attended. I
wish I had stood up, if only to say,
“Thank you.”

Photos by Eric Lee

“Something is Happening” explores artistic spontaneity
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

________________________

The Mudd Gallery’s new
exhibit “Something is Happening”
which opened last Thursday Feb.
19th, is student made and curated.
This is not a gallery that will hold
your hand or want you to like it.
In fact, it rather wants to unsettle
you.
So what exactly are the pictures of? To be honest, what it
says in the title. In every single
one of the photos on display and
in the contributor’s photo-books,
there is something happening.
What makes it clever, however, is
how much the definition of “happening” is stretched.
A picture of a sign, for
instance, seems static, until you
notice movement going on in the
background behind it, or that the
sign is lit up instead of turned
off. A picture of someone in the
photo-books standing still is still
something “happening” so to

Hazen

continued from page 7
When Murdock demonstrated his progress in this skill, Hazen
managed to pull her sock about

speak.
Even if there isn’t something “happening” in the pictures,
the artists still manage to make
action present. One of sophomore
Ridley Tankersley’s pictures, was
nothing but a beer bottle packed
in some snow. Not even “being
packed in snow” was considered
something that was happening,
but cleverly, he tilted the frame
at such an angle you would be
tricked into thinking that liquid
would be sloshing around inside
the bottle, about to spill over.
Other pictures get even more
tricky. One particular photo, for
instance, showed a shot of the
Lawrence University Chapel in
the background, electrical wires
crisscrossing in front of it. The
action is even more implied now,
putting something invisible—the
very flow of electricity itself—
as what’s happening. What we
think should be the foreground is
instead only a distraction to what
is really “happening,” forcing us
to examine what we perceive as

relevant.
If that sounds slightly unfair
to suss out, the artists agree with
you. I mentioned before that this
was a confrontational show, and it
is in certain aspects.
One series of pictures had
a small girl being shown. At first
look she looks innocuous; however, when you walk a few steps
over, you see her covered in what
looks to be paint, and she is playing with a toy that looks like a
devil—if it could be called a toy.
One of the photo-books had
quotes from a variety of figures,
and if there’s anything as confrontational as putting a quote
from Bill Cosby on something
these days in what could best be
described as an respecting context, I’d like to see it.
At the same time, even though
this show is enough to tick you off
at times, it’s incredibly worth seeing precisely for that very reason.
You can be annoyed by the concept, by the mocking tone of the
introductory message which calls

everybody sacks of garbage, by
the sheer inscrutableness of some
of the pictures, by the fact that you
can’t tell if some of the captions
should be taken seriously or not.
But how many shows can stir you
up like this? How many of them
make you feel and force you to
consider, even if you don’t like the
conclusion?

half way off, using his sharp puppy’s teeth carefully. It was easy to
see that soon he will have mastered that skill.
With the end in sight,
Murdock is preparing to part from
a dog that’s been under her sole

care for almost six months. It will
be hard, but Murdock is excited
for Hazen to put all of his skills
to use. “He’s such a focused dog,
she said, “he loves to work, work,
work.”
Murdock has also witnessed

the powerful bond that forms
between working dogs and their
owners, sometimes instantaneously. “Sometimes you see a
puppy go into an interview [with
a potential owner] and they don’t
want to leave. They’ve met this

No matter what, this show
will get to you. Something is
happening to you when you go
through, even if you don’t think so,
which is exactly why you should
attend. Being confronted and
uncomfortable is one of the best
parts of art, and it would be foolish to refuse.

Photo by Liz Landes

person for five minutes and that’s
their person. They forget about
their two years [with their trainer] because they’ve found their
person.” She hopes the same happens for Hazen.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

PETER RAFFEL

Bryan Cebulski
Staff Writer

_____________________

One of the greatest joys an
artist can experience is worldbuilding. What starts as a few
simple ideas in one’s head can
bloom into an enormous creative effort. Take, for instance,
the wizarding world of “Harry
Potter” that J.K. Rowling weaved
through prose, or the wondrous
unknown corners of space that
Gene Roddenberry conceived
in “Star Trek.” Imagination is
powerful. Ideas gain traction
and snowball into amazing creations. On Lawrence’s campus,
a student has created two such
universes. Except, in this case,
senior Peter Raffel uses both
radio and the written word as
his media of choice.
An English major with a
creative writing minor, Raffel’s
creative inclinations are clear in
his academic pursuits alone, but
he is also the station manager at
WLFM, Lawrence’s radio station. Here, he hosts his weekly
show, “On Patrol,” a two-hour
comedic romp through puns,
pop culture references, ridiculous guest stars and recurring
in-gags.
Raffel got involved with
WLFM immediately after coming to Lawrence his freshman
year. He has been writing and
hosting “On Patrol” for the
entirety of his university career.
On this show, he plays a
heightened caricature of himself à la Stephen Colbert. The
show incorporates monologue
sections, interviews and various
bits of craziness. For instance,
frequent guest star and friend
senior Morgan Ann Gray has

come on the show performing
as Bob Dylan, a girl with a boyfriend named Matt, a musician
trying to cash in on the folk
craze, a movie producer and
Matt himself. One of the show’s
plot-lines involved Raffel’s
‘intern,’ junior Will Fraser, going
on strike, with Fraser calling in
lawyers and actively trying to
take down the show as an arc
in the show’s overall narrative.
“I love being able to create
this world through radio,” Raffel
explained. “It’s a long-form type
of creative expression. It has a
pulse to it, builds up to certain
moments.”
The world that Raffel
and his friends have created
is decidedly “Simpsons”-esque.
The creative process essentially
involved spitballing crazy ideas,
coming up with witty insights
and then rolling with them. This
results in a wide array of eccentric characters all with interconnected lives and plotlines.
Next week, “On Patrol”
will take the form of a play
called “Bar Mitzvah Crawl.”
It concerns the plight of Sal
Schwartzman, who never had
a bar mitzvah because he got
his hand stuck in a vending
machine on the intended day.
This is informed by Raffel’s
own experience not having a
bar mitzvah, although he did
not, in fact, get his hand stuck in
a vending machine. In the present day, then, Schwartzman’s
friends decide to take him out
on a 13-pub bar crawl as a way
to make up for missing out on
this pivotal event.
“What I love on the show
is just taking one joke and hammering it away until it’s like a
whole radio play,” Raffel continued. “Like having a joke you
made with friends and taking it

to an extreme.”
In addition to the radio
program, Raffel is a writer of
prose. His honors project took
the form of a novel titled “The
Love of My Life.” The novel
tells the story of a man going
through his life in India. The
novel touches upon themes like
isolation, feeling simultaneously attracted to and repulsed by
an object and reaching for happiness in an impossible situation. While these more serious
existential themes are transferable to any person in any walk
of life, Raffel wrote the novel
while studying abroad in India
and was thus inspired by the
setting.
This striking dichotomy
between the communal, come-

dic radio show and serious, selfreflective prose are representative of Raffel’s external and
internal personas.
“In the external world, I can
be very humorous and engaged
in comedy,” Raffel said. “It’s a
place for those musings that
are a little more trivial, things I
just pick up on and things that
are kind of absurd. The creative
writing is a lot more insular,
introverted, a much more solo
thing, where I’m going beneath
the surface of what’s on my
mind on a day-to-day basis.”
Aside from writing and
radio broadcasting, Raffel is a
member of the swim team and
a senior class representative for
LUCC.
Whether through the intro-

spective world of “The Love of
My Life” or the bombastic world
of “On Patrol,” Raffel has produced an impressive creative
output over his time in college.
And what is most important,
he has created numerous characters, places, events, jokes,
observations, diatribes, monologues and ridiculous conversations that did not exist before
he wrote his novel or put on his
show. With help from friends,
Raffel has created his own universe.
On Patrol is broadcast
on WLFM from 7 to 9 p.m. on
Mondays. Check out the first
half of Bar Mitzvah Crawl next
Monday, March 2, to see just
what kind of a universe Raffel
has made.

Photo by Nathan Lawrence

Creative Writing Club a valuable, imaginative resource
Anastasia Skliarova
Staff Writer

__________________________

It is no secret that Lawrence
University encourages its students to create communities for
themselves through organizations
focused upon a kaleidoscope of
interests. We have a variety of
clubs devoted to several intramural sports, future career goals,
social justice and even a club for
those who love tea.
I was surprised, however, when I discovered Creative
Writing Club. Given the presence
of academic classes devoted to
creative writing, I was curious
as to how and why this group
emerged. Interviews with the
presidents of the Creative Writing
Club, however, helped shed light
on this intriguing, writing-intensive club.

According to co-president
and junior Jamie DeMotts, the high
demand for the creative writing
classes leads to limited availability for new students and “the club
serves as an inclusive environment for people to write and learn
more about writing together.”
Creative Writing Club was
originally formed by senior
Elizabeth Graber and Sara Johnson
’14, both to get Lawrentians
together for NaNoWriMo—
National Novel Writing Month—
and to provide a necessary outlet
for the creative writers on this
campus.
Co-president and junior Jess
Morgan explained that she and
DeMotts are working to build
upon the club model established
by the presidents before them.
“Previously, the club was centered mostly on write-ins where
we all met and sat together and
wrote for a while. While the club

did do a few other things throughout the year, I thought there was a
lot of room for growth,” she said.
“I really wanted to focus on
running more workshops because
I thought it would be a valuable
way for students to improve their
writing and editing skills,” Morgan
elaborated. “Going into this year,
we also wanted to take on more
projects and find ways that we
could collaborate with other
group organizations on campus.”
When asked what draws
DeMotts to creative writing, she
responded, “I guess it’s a way
to funnel all the ideas swirling
around in my mind. I don’t realize
how many threads of thought are
trapped inside my brain until I get
my pen out at the beginning of
every meeting and see all the stories that have been hanging out.
Also, since we’re all considered
adults now, it’s a nice way to have
a socially acceptable ‘playtime.’”

“Our imaginations don’t die
when we turn 18, they can just
get squashed by the weight of
the Lawrence and life workload,”
DeMotts added.
Morgan’s explanation of her
connection to creative writing
also touched upon the idea of traveling back to childhood.
“When writing creatively, and
discussing ideas with others, I feel
as though I tap into a childlike
state. There have been times during our club ‘warm-up’ activities
where someone will just start giggling about their idea,” she said.
Morgan also praised the
potential for flexibility in creative
writing, because “in a rigid academic setting where it’s easy to
get stressed or you’re frequently having to meet the criteria or
expectations of others, it’s fun to
write about whatever you want.”
When asked about why creative writing should be encour-

aged on campus, DeMotts also
mentioned the stresses of our
environment and said, “People
push themselves a ridiculous
amount on this campus and it’s
great to be able to hang out with
a group of students allowing your
mind to wander and dance for an
hour a week. I see a strong link
between writing and improving—
as well as maintaining—mental
health.”
Meetings take place at 5 p.m.
on Sundays in the Arthur Vining
Davis Room in the Warch Campus
Center. Both DeMotts and Morgan
encourage those interested in
participating in Creative Writing
Club to e-mail them for more
information, or to check out the
club’s Facebook page for meeting
updates.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
An adjunct education
The first ever National Adjunct Walkout Day occurred this past Wednesday, Feb. 25 across the U.S.
Through social media, this movement ended up crossing national boundaries when people from around
the globe participated. This movement consisted of adjunct professors and some students or protesting
unfair working conditions and unfair pay through walk-outs and teach-ins.
Educators and supporters were protesting the insufficient wage of many professors trapped in positions without hope for tenure.
Over the last 30 years, the amount of professors in a tenure-track position has gone from approximately 75% to approximately 25% nationally. These non-tenure-track professors may be adjunct, contingent, part-time or full-time. No matter what type of position they hold, these professors are paid less
than their tenure-track counterparts.
Recent actions have been taken to cut funding for higher education throughout the country. In
Wisconsin, state aid for higher education is taking a $300 million dollar cut. This has been an unpopular
proposal across partisan lines.
Lawrence was not an especially active participant in this movement. However, it is important for
us to remember those members of our faculty who are impacted daily by low wages and job instability.
The Lawrentian endorses this movement and urges its readership to do the same. As students, we
can support this movement in a number of ways: with our votes, daily interactions with professors and
engagement in social media.

Fifth Year

Jordan: Khattab

less desirable jobs, such as working in retail or as a bouncer at a
club.
If you’re at a complete apathetic standstill, you could consider going to your professors to
discuss the class. Don’t go and tell
your professor you hate everything they’re trying to teach you
and that you think it’s all useless,
because that will likely get you a
very grouchy face and possibly
being thrown out of their office.
However, you might have more
luck if you take charge of your
own learning. If you hate all the
repertoire you’ve currently picked
for your recital, ask your studio
teacher about swapping a few of
the pieces out. If you can’t face
writing another research paper,
go to your professor with another idea that you feel would be
equal in the amount of work and
would allow you to demonstrate
what you have learned from their
course. Admittedly, not every professor is going to let you trade out
an academic paper for a performance art piece, but some might
consider it.
Lawrence is all about taking charge of your own education
and making the learning work for
you. Take a closer look at what’s
right in front of you and see how
you can flip your education on its
head.

Friday, and things like that.

continued from page 3

continued from page 3

What do you think is a big difference between Jordan and the
US?
The culture is completely different. The mentality itself is different. I feel like here no one really
cares what you’re doing, although
maybe that’s just Lawrence.
People don’t necessarily focus on
your differences. If you’re walking
in Jordan with, like, green hair,

Jordan: Pipkin
continued from page 3

talk, to eat, to have family time and
to ask you how you are. Everyone
is very welcoming. A lot of cab
drivers would tell you about their
life stories, and people would really open up when they heard that
you were learning Arabic.
What do you think is a big similarity between Jordan and the
US?
When I was trying to explain
to my parents what my daily
life was like there, I had to tell
them that it was pretty normal.
Days were regular, my host sister

Find us online!

people are definitely going to look
at you because it’s not the norm,
although it doesn’t mean that
they’re judging you.

A big similarity?
I think hospitality is a big
similarity. In Jordan, if you’re in
the rural areas, or lost in the desert or something, this Bedouin
will invite you in for coffee and
make sure that you’re eating well
and you get back home all right.
Here, if I’m lost people will also
be really nice and make sure I’m
safe. People in Wisconsin are nicer
than people in Chicago, though.
watched a lot of TV; we’d eat in
front of the TV sometimes. Both
my mother and my host mother
are teachers, so it was interesting seeing the similarities in their
lives and concerns.

A big difference?
People are very appreciative and warm. In the Midwest,
people can be really independent;
respectful, but also, there’s sometimes some passive aggressiveness. Midwestern, I guess, respecting peoples’ space. In Jordanian
culture, everyone is really open
and welcoming, and they immediately treat you like family.

/Lawrentian

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

Encouraging sociallyconscious art at the Oscars
Aubrey Klein
Staff Writer

________________________

I must admit that I love
watching the Academy Awards,
and every year I settle in to watch
the broadcast that inevitably goes
over time. It’s one of those can’tmiss events that you must watch
live—recording on DVR and
watching later is not allowed.
It’s certainly fun to watch
everyone arrive on the red carpet,
gaze at the glamorous celebrities
in their designer formal wear,
watch the musical performances
and see the reactions of the actors
when they win—or don’t. The
Oscars are good entertainment,
but that doesn’t mean that I
don’t want, or even demand,
more from them.
This year was the first
year I thought seriously about what Oscar
nominations
and
wins really mean and
about the delicate
politics of representation in film. Watching
the Oscars wasn’t just
about knowing who
won and listening to
acceptance speeches; it
was an opportunity to think
deeply about film, politics
and, ultimately, what
makes good art.
This year, much
of the conversation
surrounding
the
Oscars was that
they had been
proclaimed “the
whitest Oscars”
in nearly two
decades, though
accounts vary in
their definitions. For
example, this is the first time
since 1998 that not a single person of color was nominated for
an acting Oscar. One of the biggest controversies this year was
that the Martin Luther King Jr.
biopic “Selma,” while receiving
a nomination for Best Picture,
was denied nominations for Best
Director (Ava Duvernay) and Best
Actor (David Oyelowo).
It’s no secret that the Oscars
have a representation problem,
and not only in terms of race. The
politics of the Oscars are clearly
corrupt in some ways, but we
know this already and I don’t want
to beat that dead horse. Because,
for all the theoretical and political
grist that the Oscars offered up for
thought this year, it also made me
think about the more amorphous
question of what really makes a
Best Picture film.
Since the Best Picture award
is one of the highest achievements
in film, it represents some sort of
ideal, the pinnacle of cinematic
art. But what makes good art?
Is it a movie that is incredibly
creative, highly stylized and is
made of exactly the sort of magic
that movies are meant to be,
like “Birdman?” Or could it be a
movie that has done something
quite unprecedented in the larger
scheme of film history, filming
continuously over 12 years like
“Boyhood?”
I mention these two because
they happened to be the running
favorites, with “Birdman” coming out on top. They certainly
have their merits. But could it
also have been “Selma,” which

tells a deeply important story that
sparks discussion and even spurs
change? That “Selma” didn’t win,
which was for a variety of reasons depending on who you talk
to, makes me contemplate what
makes good art.
I see a distinction between
art in an aesthetic sense and art in
a cultural or political sense—that
is, art with a message. A film can
be great because it is a painstakingly good work of art. The creativity, time and effort that went
into its creation, as well as its
relationship with other films, can
make it good art.
But I believe that art with a
message—a film
like “Selma,”
for examp l e —
reaches
out across
more than just
artistic boundaries and ultimately has
a more lasting impression. Its impact is not
purely artistic or limited
to the world of cinema. It
has social, political and
humanitarian implications that affect our lives
in a way that is bigger
than the joy and wonder
of watching “Boyhood,” or
the intense appreciation
and amazement that
comes after watching
“Birdman.”
While films like
all the other Best
Picture nominees
besides
“Selma”
certainly
have
their place in our
culture, as works
of art they fail to
offer a social or
cultural perspective that
departs from the status quo. This
status quo is a mainstream film
industry centered on the stories
of white male protagonists, usually told through the lens of a
white male director.
These types of art, while
beautiful and valuable in their
own way, offer only a limited
perspective of the diversity that
exists outside of Hollywood film.
They fail to conjure the sort of ideological thought and activism that
art has the rich potential for. If life
truly imitates art, then what sort
of life are we creating with the
largely homogenous stories told
in mainstream Hollywood film?
This is not to say that beautiful and well-crafted art can’t
also spark conversation, or that
works full of activism lack artistry.
Still, there is something important about art with a message of
social justice like “Selma.” Jessica
Goldstein at Think Progress
envisions this higher standard,
an alternate way of awarding
movies at the Oscars that aligns
with my own. She says that the
Oscars “should reward excellence.
Degree of difficulty matters; complexity matters; scope and scale
and insight matter.”
Art and especially film, as an
intensely visual medium, have the
power to make us question our
world and challenge our perceptions. Representation and consideration for the ways that social
justice and alternative narratives
are portrayed on screen is important. Lots of people see movies,

See page 11
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Foster children suffer under for-profit foster care Bibi is not my buddy: How many
American Jews view Israel
The
investigation
into with nurturing families, Mentor is
Margaret Johnson
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Children are the most underrepresented among all groups.
As minors they are not given the
same resources or legitimacy as
other groups, and their concerns
are often regarded as naïve or
unfounded.
Combine that with the further disadvantage of not having
parents to act on behalf of your
well-being, and you have foster
children. Foster children are a
severely neglected and underserved group within our society.
The injustices that occur within
the foster care system are deeply
concerning—especially in regard
to for-profit foster care systems.
For-profit foster care agencies operate under the same
model as any other business:
They seek to maximize income
and reduce expenses. When these
agencies reduce “expenses” they
are in fact reducing the quality of
service and protection they provide to the under-privileged children they claim to care for.
For-profit foster care agencies earn income from the state
when the state hires foster parents and places children in homes.
These agencies therefore have a
single financial incentive to place
children in homes. The focus on
doing so greatly reduces the time
and consideration put into placing
children with safe and responsible
parents.
The nation’s largest forprofit foster care agency, National
Mentor Holdings, was recently put
under great scrutiny for the training that they provide to foster
care homes and parents. Mentor
trains potential foster parents for
only 24 hours, including a viewing of the film “What’s Eating
Gilbert Grape,” due to its theme
of family struggle. It goes without
saying that watching a film does
not develop the qualities needed
by potential foster parents, nor
should 24 hours of training justify
the right to care for a child.

Mentor’s training process, on
the other hand, is justified. After
extreme cases of death and sexual
abuse have finally been revealed
to the public, the for-profit foster care agency is under a lot of
pressure to explain the traumatic
events that have happened within
its system.
According to a recent
Buzzfeed investigation, the case
of the Last Chance Farm is an
example of the traumatic situations that Mentor carelessly puts
its foster children in. One of the
parents, Stephen Merritt, has
recently pleaded guilty to sexually abusing some of the boys that
were placed under his care by
Mentor. He has also revealed that
his uncle, another parent who
lived on the farm, had sexually
abused a foster child.
After 12 years of sexually
abusing young boys, Merritt was
finally arrested. The investigation
has revealed sensitive and upsetting details about the case. Mentor
carelessly ignored the marijuana
arrest report that showed up on
Merritt’s background check. After
speaking with the young boys
molested by Merritt, it was discovered that the boys were forced to
drink beer and smoke marijuana
before Merritt molested them.
In another recent case,
Mentor’s carelessness allowed for
a two-year-old girl to be placed
with a woman who later murdered the young girl. Sherill Small
was a known crack addict, but
Mentor neglected to interview
her family and friends. This time,
Mentor’s misjudgment of foster
parents was fatal.
What does Mentor have to
say about all of this? Mentor’s
chief public strategy and marketing manager, Dwight Robson, has
gone on record saying, “obviously,
we made a poor judgment,” and,
“If we could turn back the clock
we would.”
The words show little empathy for putting children at harm.
For a company that supposedly
specializes in placing children

about as qualified to run a foster
care agency as the foster parents
whom it deems qualified to raise
children.
Mentor isn’t the only forprofit agency that has been under
criticism. In 2013, yet another
foster care child was put in a
dangerous situation by Lutheran
Social Services. Orein Hamilton,
an 11-month-old baby, was murdered by her foster mother’s significant other who, unbeknownst
to Lutheran Social Services, was
living in the house. Just like the
Mentor case, the oversight in the
Hamilton case was due to the lack
of proper screening of the foster
parent, which then resulted in the
tragic death of a child.
What for-profit foster care
agencies like Mentor ultimately
amount to is the exchanging of
children for money. This violation
of human rights masquerades as a
service for neglected children.
Where there is any incentive
for money, there is an incentive to
abuse moral principles in order to
maximize profits. That is just what
has happened with some forprofit foster care agencies. These
agencies should not be allowed
to exist, for their sole interest is
money, not children. As long as
Mentor is making a ten percent
annual profit, why wouldn’t they
turn a blind eye to the unsuitable
foster parents that allowed for
that profit?
Children aren’t allowed
the same opportunity as adults
to voice their opinions. Even on
the rare occasion that they are,
their status as minors renders
their concerns illegitimate. The
American child welfare system
is failing because it is carelessly
placing children in homes that put
them at risk of danger. The first
step in allowing these children
the justice they deserve is to ban
for-profit foster care agencies, as
profit will always be of greater
interest to them than providing
children with a safe and stable
environment.

Klein
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but not everyone sees themselves
in movies, and that is a tragedy.
Ultimately, the Oscars may
be nothing more than a show of
spectacular extravagance, and
we shouldn’t put much stock in
the awards bestowed by a privileged few. But the fact that film,
and especially Hollywood film, is
an incredible and under-valued
platform for activism makes me
mourn the state of the Academy
Awards.
Whether or not the elite
voting members of the Academy
think so, movies should be
praised and awarded not purely
based on artistic merit, but also
social impact. Art can and should
be used as a platform for social
change, so we need to utilize art
to amplify the visibility and voice
of important people and issues.
The privileged platform of the
Academy Awards has the power,
and therefore the duty, to increase
the representation of different
stories and different people. It can
fulfill this duty by properly publicizing and rewarding the excellent
efforts that do so.

Danny Davis
Managing Editor

________________________

The majority of American
Jews are Democrats. According
to the Pew Religious Landscape
Survey, 47 percent of American
Jews voted for the Democratic
Party in the 2012 presidential
elections while only 17 percent
voted Republican. Another fact:
American Jews don’t care about
Israel as much as you might think
they do. In an additional survey
conducted by Pew, only 12 percent of secular Jews and 37 percent of religious Jews felt a “strong
emotional attachment” to Israel.
Only half of religious Jews
and a quarter of non-religious
Jews believe that supporting
Israel is an essential part of being
Jewish. Additionally, 89 percent
of survey respondents said that
being strongly critical of Israel
is compatible with being Jewish.
For a religion that’s supposedly
rooted in the belief that Israel is
a spiritual homeland, most Jews
either care a little bit or not that
that much at all. American Jews
are generally both liberal and
more critical of Zionism than one
might think.
This can be directly attributed to the fact that American Jews
are much more secular than their
Israeli counterparts. Jews who
fled to the United States after the
1908 and 1917 Russian pogroms
and before the worst of World War
Two developed their own political
identity separate from Israeli Jews
who emigrated from Europe in
the aftermath of the Holocaust.
Simply put, because so much of
the Jewish identity is more concerned with its socio-political
aspects than with its observance
of Jewish tradition, Israeli Jews
have developed a separate political identity that is much more
concerned with Israeli affairs than
American Jews.
In all likelihood, American
Jews whose heritage predates the
Holocaust and the establishment
of Israel can afford to not be so
vested in the issues facing Israel
today, whereas those with direct
lineage from Holocaust survivors
and mid-20th-century Israeli settlers have many more reasons
to care about the actions of the
Israeli government. Israel’s Prime
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu’s
primary link with the United
States is the American Israeli
Public Affairs Committee, which
is one of the most powerful rightwing think tanks in the country.
Their financial backers include
wealthy right-wing Jews, such as
Sheldon Adelson, who have a history of throwing their financial
weight around in political and
electoral matters.
Despite the lobbying power
of AIPAC, their interests generally
do not align with most American
Jews. “A portrait of American Jews,”
a study from the Pew Research
Center, found that only 38 percent
of American Jews believed that

Israel is sincerely pursuing peace.
Furthermore, of the Jews that
believed that supporting Israel
was essential to being Jewish, 58
percent identified as Republican.
Also, 57 percent of Jews that did
not support a two-state solution were Republican, and only
37 percent were Democratic.
The American Jews that express
unwavering support for Israel’s
actions in the ongoing Gazan war
are actually the outliers, not the
majority amongst American Jews.
Overall, the majority of
American Jews are Democratic and
secular Jews who are hesitantly
supportive of Zionist thought and
even more skittish about directly
supporting the actions of the state
of Israel. In the wake of the third
Intifada, a lot of criticism has been
directed toward American Jews
for not answering to the actions
of Benjamin Netanyahu and the
Israel Defense Forces. In fact,
misinformation and overzealous
pro-Palestinian movements have
directed their ire at American
Jews where it may not be duly
deserved.
Many American Jews—who
again, are strongly affiliated with
the political left—are cautious
Zionists. Many pro-Palestinian
groups, particularly on college
campuses—though not necessarily our own—continually attempt
to drag Jews into the debate in a
way that isn’t deserved.
As the momentum of proPalestinian activism grows, so too
does deeply ingrained anti-Semitism. I sincerely believe that the
two are not directly correlated.
The momentum of pro-Palestinian
activist groups has given previously quiet anti-Semitism an excuse
to be much louder. However, as
the data suggest, there is a strong
disconnect between the identity
politics of Israeli and American
Jews. Our values are different and
our politics are different. There is
far less in common that American
and Israeli Jews share than one
might expect. The ire over the
actions of Israelis has little to do
with how American Jews feel.
Most Jews have become more
and more uncomfortable with
Israel’s practices. To make matters
even more complicated, the same
benefactors that are the lifeline of
Jewish institutions such as Jewish
private schools, synagogues, philanthropic groups, and birthright
programs are the same individuals who are backing AIPAC, which
does not represent the same interests as most American Jews.
The only real tool Jews have
to counteract AIPAC’s influence
is to simply continue to vote blue.
AIPAC is a very powerful lobbying
group with an immense ability to
ensure that pro-Israeli interests
are being represented in the GOP.
American Jews, many of whom
are critical of Israel, can only hope
that Democratic lawmakers, who
are also critical of Israel’s policies,
place pressure on Israel to work
toward more sustainable peace
options.
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What are you excited about for POC Empowerment Week?

EDITORIAL
POLICY:
Editorial policy is determined
by the editors. Any opinions
which appear unsigned are
those of the majority of The
Lawrentian’s editorial board.
Letters to the editor are
encouraged. The editors
reserve the right to edit for
style and space. Letters must
be emailed to:
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
Submissions by email should
be text attachments.

“I’m looking forward to
Rosa Clemente.”
–Mauranda Owens

“All of it! The diversity of
speakers, performers and
programmes is really exciting.”
–Jaz Astwood-Padilla

“I was just really excited to hear
people of color come and speak
to Lawrence.”
–Cheyenne van Dyke

“Rosa Clemente is coming and
I’m, like, super stoked.”
–Angel Michelle

“Culutral Expressions—
Saturday night.”
–Guilberly Louissaint

“Dark Matter and it definitely
lived up to my expectations.”
–Hannah Shryer

—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
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